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4 Resizing IMAGE SAMPLING 

 
Changing the pixel dimensions of an image sounds like a simple, purely 
technical activity. You type in some numbers and you’re done, right? Actually, 
resizing an image correctly can be difficult. Resizing typically requires an 
understanding of concepts like pixel dimensions, proportion and cropping and 
also can involve making artistic judgments. 

 
Proportion problems 

 
Scaling an image larger or smaller is straightforward— 
  

   
 
Resizing an image to match exact target dimensions is more difficult. This is 
because most of the time, the proportions of the original and desired sizes are 
different. To understand the problem, consider the following 427 x 640 flower 
image at left below. Let’s say that the desired target size is 400 x 300. If you go to 
the Image Size dialog, uncheck Constrain Proportions and then enter the 
desired 400 x 300 size, the image will become squashed (below right)— 
 

   
 

This occurs because 427 x 640, which is tall, has different proportions than 400 x 
300, which is wide. Proportion is different from pixel dimensions. It refers to the 
relationship between the image’s width and height. 
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Cropping & padding 
 
Unless the original and desired pixel dimensions are exactly proportional, 
resizing an image always involves either cropping or padding. The original image is 
shown at left. Cropping means deleting part of an image (middle). Padding 
means adding space to the top/bottom or sides of an image to make it fit the 
desired new proportions (right)— 
 

     
 
 
Pad or crop? 
 
Padding is most commonly used when displaying images on a fixed size display. 
For example, when showing older, non-wide screen video, HDTV channels 
often pad the outside of the screen with a logo or graphic so that none of the 
original image is lost (below left). Note that the image below right fills the entire 
screen, but its edges have been cropped to make it fit the new proportions.  
 

   
 
Padding is usually not used in print. Instead, the image is usually cropped or 
used at its original proportions.  
 
 

E X E R C I S E 
 
Scaling an image 
 
Scaling an image’s pixel dimensions is useful for a variety of purposes. For 
example, let’s say that you want to email a photo you took to some friends. Most 
photographs have large pixel dimensions so that they can be printed at sufficient 
ppi resolution. However, these images are too big to send via email. They will 
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take longer than necessary to upload and download and will take up more disk 
space than necessary. Scaling the image down solves this problem. 
 
1. In Photoshop, choose File>Open and then open kid.jpg. 
 
2. Choose Image>Image size.  
 
Notice that the pixel dimensions of this image are 2100 x 1500. This is generally 
too large for an image that will be viewed on a computer display. For this kind 
of image, a pixel width of 400-600 pixels is sufficient. 
 
3. Make sure Resample Image and Constrain Proportions are checked. Set Width to 400 and 
then click on OK. 

 
The image is now 400 x 286, an appropriate size for email. 
 
4. Choose File>Close and then save the document. 
 
 
Resize an image to a specific size 
 
There are a variety of ways to change an image to a target specific size including 
using the Crop Tool, Marquee tool and the Canvas Size command. In this 
section, however, we’ll cover a series of a commands—a procedure—for resizing 
images. There are several important benefits to using the following procedure. 
First, you can adjust cropping or padding as needed after the fact. Second, you 
don’t risk the chance of accidentally changing your source document (the 
original image). This resizing procedure is conceptually simple but involves a 
few steps. You first make a new, blank document at the desired target size. You 
then copy and paste the source document into the blank target document and 
resize, crop or pad as necessary. 

 
1. Choose File>Open and then open portrait.jpg. 
 
2. Choose Image>Image size. 
 
Note that this image is 800 x 1204. In this exercise, you’ll change this image to 
700 x 500. The wrong way to change the pixel dimensions would be to uncheck 
Constrain Proportions, check Resample Image and then type in the desired 
target size: 700 x 500. This would result in a distorted image because the vertical 
image has been squeezed into a horizontal format— 
 

 
 

To prevent this from happening, we’ll use a different approach. 
 

3. Cancel the Image size dialog. 
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4. Choose File>New. For Width, enter 700 pixels and for Height enter 500 pixels. Make sure 
Color Mode is RGB Color, 8-bit and Background Contents is White. Resolution doesn’t 
matter. Then click on OK.  
 
As now know, Resolution is a calculation. This means that it doesn’t matter what 
Resolution you use; you can change it at any time without affecting the image’s 
pixel dimensions or content as long as Resample Image is not checked. 
 
5. Click on the portrait.jpg document window to select (or choose its name at the bottom of 
the Window menu). 
 
6. Choose Select>All. 
 
7. Choose Edit>Copy. 
 
8. Click on the untitled new document to select it (or choose its name in the Window menu). 
 
9. Choose Edit>Paste. 
 
10. Choose the zoom tool in the Toolbox— 
 

 
 
11. While holding down the Option (or Alt) key on the keyboard, position the zoom tool over 
the image and then click several times. 
 
The image will be displayed at a smaller size. (If the image is zooming in instead 
of out, don’t hold down the Option/Alt key.) 
 
12. Choose Edit>Free Transform. 
 
The bounding box that appears enables you to resize, rotate and position the 
image. 
 

 
 
To resize an image, position the cursor over one of the corner selection handles 
(above left). The resize cursor will appear. Then drag toward or away from the 
center of the image. Hold down the shift key while resizing an image. This prevents the 
image from changing proportions. 
 
To rotate an image, position the cursor outside one of the corner selection handles 
(above middle). The rotation cursor will appear. Drag clockwise or 
counterclockwise as desired. 
 
To move the image, position the cursor within the bounding box (above right). 
The arrow cursor will appear. Then drag to position the image. 
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13. Using the techniques described, size and position the image so that it looks similar to the 
image below and then press the return key on the keyboard. Make sure to hold down the 
shift key while resizing. 
 

 
 
Holding down the shift key prevents the image from changing proportions. The 
image now fits the new target size. Notice that significant portions of the image 
had to be cropped away to make it fit the new size. This shows one of the 
potential problems of changing an image to radically different proportions. Let’s 
see what the image looks like if we pad it instead. 
 
14. Choose Edit>Free Transform. Drag the handles until the image looks similar to the image 
below and then press the return key on the keyboard. 
 

 
 
The next step is to make the edges of the image black. 
 
15. Make sure that the layers palette is visible. If it isn’t choose Window>Layers. 
 
The Layers palette now contains two layers—the original blank white layer and 
the layer containing the photo. Each time you paste an image into a Photoshop 
document, a new layer is created.  
 
16. In the Layers palette, click on the Background layer. 
 

 
 
17. Click on the Default foreground/background icon in the Toolbox— 
 

 
 
This sets the Foreground color to black. 
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18. Choose Edit>Fill. Make sure Use: Foreground Color, Mode: Normal and Opacity 100% are 
selected. Then click on OK. 
 
This fills in the background with black. Remember, padding is usually used for 
displays like video screens where the display size is fixed. Padding is usually not 
used in print. 
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